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Teaching  
Pirkei T’fillah

This teacher’s guide sets out the basic ideas and 
strategies for teaching Pirkei T’fillah . For more 
ideas and discussion with others who are using this 
material, go to www .bb .torahaura .com, and look for 
Journeys Through the Siddur under “Textbooks and 
How to Use Them” .

an inTroducTion

The following six “huge ideas*” are at the heart 
of the design of this book . They should be at the 
center of the focus that every teacher brings to this 
material .

1. 
When We sTudy “prayers” 
iT is imporTanT ThaT 

We also Work on “The arT of 
prayer.”
Prayer is something that happens in the heart 
and the mind and not just the mouth . It is 
communication with the self, communication within 
a community, and communication with God . If we 
only learn how to “say” words in the Siddur but 
have no way of letting the words work inside us, 
then we are like someone who knows how to turn 
on a computer on which no programs have been 
installed .

Pirkei T’fillah intentionally combines work on (a) 
performing prayers, (b) mastering some of the 
Hebrew language used in prayers, and (c) providing 
students with windows into the ways that prayers 
come to have personal meaning .

2.  sTories form a WindoW 
inTo The process of 

prayer.
The Rabbis believed that the Siddur was a lot like 
the script that an actor uses . For them, prayer was 
the capturing of a moment when the Jewish people 

had a unique experience of the Divine . When we 
use the Siddur (and can read it in the context of the 
stories of these moments) we can be just like actors 
using our own experiences to recreate the moments 
they capture . The Siddur is really an opportunity to 
relive the most important moments of the Jewish 
experience .

Pirkei T’fillah collects these stories and invites 
students to use them to find the connection 
between these focal Jewish moments and their own 
life experiences and understanding .

3. 
 knoWing and 
recognizing Word-parTs, 

rooTs, and oTher language 
elemenTs evolves a sTrong 
connecTion To The liTurgy.
Even when we do not have time to teach our 
students to speak Hebrew, even when we will 
not be able to give them enough vocabulary and 
grammar to accurately translate Hebrew texts, we 
still have the ability to give them a sense of the 
meaning of the Hebrew in the Siddur .

This curriculum uses a technique called the “the 
approximation of translation” that teaches students 
a core Hebrew vocabulary, builds their skill at 
recognizing roots in context, and then challenges 
them to use those tools to build an evolving sense 
of “the general meaning” of key passages in the 
Siddur . When students sense a growing ability to 
“understand” the Siddur, their connection deepens .

4. 
There is a difference 
beTWeen “reading,” 

“sounding,” and “performing.” 
When iT comes To learning hoW 
To pray, reading and performing 
are The mosT imporTanT skills.
“Sounding” is the process of looking at letters on 
a page and pronouncing the “words” they form . 
Sounding is an enabling tool that lets us move to 
the other two levels .
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“Reading” is the act of looking at letters on a page 
and deriving meaning from them . This is one way 
that the liturgy comes off the page and enters our 
heart .

“Performing” is the process of repeatedly practicing 
a given passage until its words can be spoken or 
sung with reasonable fluency . “Performing” is a skill 
that enables most participation in Jewish worship . 
Students will use “sounding” to learn pieces of 
their bar/bat mitzvah material, but the rest of 
their Jewish life will primarily require mastered 
performances .

This curriculum spends some time building sounding 
skills and works toward reading but centers on the 
performance of the prayers .

In this curriculum we avoid the word “reading” when 
meaning is not involved . In this guide we will bow 
to conventional usage and use the term “decoding” 
to refer to “sounding .”

5. knoWing The sTrucTure of 
The service helps sTudenTs 
assemble individual prayers 

inTo a compleTe Worship experience.

Jewish worship has formal structures . When 
students know the pattern, order, and sequence 
of the prayers (a) they know where they are in 
the service at any time, (b) the presence of each 
element makes sense, and (c) they have a better 
chance of being able to surf the flow of the liturgy 
and create meaningful personal experiences .

Pirkei T’fillah is designed to make the structure, 
location, interconnection, and purpose of     each 
prayer clear . Each prayer is clearly identified as a 
piece of a structure . Its context and function are 
always clearly presented .

6. 
 iT is imporTanT To build 
paTTerns of sTudy and 

give sTudenTs enduring sTudy 
Tools.
Lifelong learning requires the building of 
connections, insights and tools . There is much 
more liturgy to be mastered than can be studied 

in the context of most schools . We therefore need 
to provide our students with tools that they can 
continue to apply after our classes have finished .

Pirkei T’fillah teaches students to (a) recognize the 
structure and position of prayers inside services, (b) 
use roots and other language elements to gain a 
sense of their meaning, and (c) use the stories and 
insights of the rabbinical tradition to develop their 
own “art of prayer .” 

The conTexT for This Book

Pirkei T’fillah is designed to be one of four book 
in a student’s journey through his or her formal 
Jewish learning . It presupposes that the students 
have already completed a reading primer and 
have mastered the basic “reading code .” While it 
would be helpful if students have begun to build 
a foundation of Hebrew vocabulary, this is not a 
prerequisite for success with this material . As the 
teacher, you can adjust the extent to which you 
reinforce vocabulary through games, review sheets 
and other teaching strategies .

Pirkei T’fillah has been designed to fit into the Torah 
Aura school curriculum . BJL Beginnings can be used 
in kindergarten or first grade . Now I Know my Alef 
Bet is a first-year preprimer . It is designed to teach 
both letter recognition and a basic vocabulary . 
Marilyn Price and Friends Learn the Alef Bet from 
Alef to Tav is the second preprimer that both grows 
“sounding” skills through the introduction of vowels 
and reinforces vocabulary . Ot la-Ba’ot (Signs of the 
Future) or Tiyulim (Journeys: A Hebrew Primer) are 
our primers . They grows directly out the previous 
progression of books and teach the complete 
sounding code, core Hebrew vocabulary, and even 
the history of the Hebrew language . The three 
volumes of Journeys Through the Siddur have been 
engineered to grow out of that work . If you will 
be teaching Pirkei T’fillah, reviewing the previous 
material is a good idea .

You are a very lucky teacher . This year you will have 
the opportunity to move your students beyond the 
basics and into the world of meaningful Jewish 
prayer and practice . You will give your students the 
tools they need to become active meaning makers 
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and participants in the ritual life of the Jewish 
people .

Basic goals

Pirkei T’fillah is designed to provide you with the 
materials you need to enable your students to 
successfully achieve four major goals .

• your students will be able to perform the basic 
prayers from the Torah service and concluding 
prayers of the shabbat morning service. By 
mastering these skills, your students will feel 
comfortable participating in the services in your 
synagogue . They will feel at home not only in 
your synagogue but also in any synagogue . They 
will never feel left out of the Jewish community .

• your students will develop an understanding 
of the generalized meaning of these basic 
prayers. They will learn the overall meaning 
of the prayer, as well as the meaning of words 
and phrases . They will develop sensitivity to 
translation and will be able to tell when the 
English translation in the Siddur (prayerbook) is 
close to the meaning of the Hebrew or is a poetic 
adaptation .

• your students will explore the personal 
meaning in these prayers. They will be able to 
express the ways in which the stories underlying 
each prayer are

connected to something in their own lives . As they 
recite or chant the words of the prayers they 
will be able to draw upon the stories so that the 
prayers come from their hearts .

• your students will extend their knowledge 
of how the hebrew language operates. They 
will grow their passive vocabulary and learn 
elements of grammar such as prefixes, roots, 
and suffixes so that they will be able to extend 
their understanding of Hebrew . They will know 
enough words and analytical skills to be able to 
make sense of what many prayers say .

Achieving these goals will have a lifelong impact on 
your students . Under your guidance, your students 
will grow not only in mind but also in spirit . With 

your help, they will gain knowledge, understanding, 
and insights so that they can begin to take the next 
steps in becoming active and committed Jews .

suPPorT

We will be here to support you every important step 
of the way . You may always call 800 BE-TORAH 
and ask for a consultation . You have a standing 
invitation to e-mail misrad@torahaura .com with 
suggestions, questions, and problems . This teacher’s 
guide, vocabulary posters, flashcards, Class 
Workbook and Home Workbook with a website 
support this material .

sTePPing uP To Pirkei T’fillah
When you first look at Pirkei T’fillah you will notice 
that it is not quite like other Siddur (prayerbook) 
texts you may have used . That is because we are 
interested in both the mastery (performance) and 
the meaning (personal connection) of the prayers . 
We have built Pirkei T’fillah posters, and flashcards 
to be very much like other Siddur resources with 
some wonderful new elements . To use this book you 
need to find a way of being comfortable with a few 
new techniques . Then it will be easy to step up from 
what you have been using to this book .
1 . Teaching WiTh sTories: Journeys Through 

the Siddur is loaded with stories (in English) 
from the Talmud, the Midrash, and folk 
literature . These stories are all designed to 
provide a path for each student to build a 
personal meaning for each prayer . Stories are 
really good at doing that because they both 
relate and create real life experience . Working 
with stories is fairly easy . In this case we can 
recommend a simple three-part process .
a . Convey the story. This can be done in a 

number of ways: (a) You can tell the story . 
(b) You can read the story . (c) Students 
can read the story silently alone or in 
small groups of two or three . Our single 
recommendation is that you do not call on 
students to read the story out loud . That 
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process can be both slow and tedious . 
However, Erica Dorf, one of our master 
teachers who helped us develop this 
curriculum, regularly reads the story to her 
class, pausing for the whole class to read 
key lines or words in the story .

b . Allow the students to interpret the story. 
This involves first asking a couple of 
questions to make sure that students 
“heard” or “got” the story . For example, you 
might ask, “What problem did the Baal 
Shem have?” “How did Potiphar solve his 
problem?” etc . These lead up to the “real” 
question we care about . The core question 
is “What do you think this story teaches?” 
“What lessons can you learn from this 
story?” When you ask the core questions, 
you need to make two things clear . First, 
that you are not looking for a single right 
answer . Second, that there are a number of 
answers you can learn from a given story . 
This allows you to listen to a number of 
different student opinions .

 Know that it is a good technique to respond 
to every answer by restating it in your own 
words to show that you were listening and 
to clarify the idea for the class . It is good  to 
ask the student a question or two—or make 
a comment or two—about the answer . This 
could be “You know that one of the prayers 
says exactly what you said, ‘That God 
creates new things every day .’” Or “You said 
that a minyan can do things a single person 
cannot do . What about a minyan makes a 
difference?”

c . Share your own opinion or clarification. I 
tell lots of stories every week . I invite lots 
of groups to share their own meanings . 
One of the lessons I have learned is that 
the meaning I want, the meaning I think 
is obvious, almost never comes out . People 
always hear their own things in stories, 
often wonderful things that I have not 

noticed . The previous step of this process 
is your opportunity to enjoy your students’ 
creativity . This step belongs to you . Having 
heard all of the other opinions, you now 
have your opportunity to share or to 
explain . Here is where you can say “Here is 
something else to learn from this story…” 
Here is where you can push the story into 
meaning(s) that relate to the lesson without 
denying any of the meanings your class has 
found .

d . Give students practice in “pointing their 
hearts”. The last question we ask about 
almost every story is “How can knowing this 
story help you know where to point your 
heart when you say the given prayer?” This 
is a hard question for your students because 
it is different than questions they have 
been asked in other places . It is a new kind 
of thinking . Do not model answers to this 
question (once you have given them time to 
answer) . You will be surprised to see that in 
two or three stories they will get the process 
and often even anticipate the question .

� . inTroducing vocabulary: One of the 
secrets of this curriculum is that we are trying 
to build a large passive vocabulary . A passive 
vocabulary is one that students can recognize, 
not necessarily one that students can use . In 
other words, we want them to know that  
means “holy,” not know that the Hebrew word 
for “holy” is  . Passive is much easier than 
active .

 We will be using a limited number of words a 
lot of times, trying to make as many of them 
familiar as possible . This is not the same as 
regularly drilling and testing for “vocabulary 
mastery .” The bottom line is this: The more 
words that “stick,” the more meaning Hebrew 
prayers will have . The more words that have 
meaning, the stronger connection there will be 
with the Siddur .
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 Each unit uses a limited number of words . If 
you turn to the last page in each unit you will 
find a “review” page . This page will list the 
major words, roots, and language elements 
(prefixes and suffixes, etc .) that will be used 
in the course of the unit . The more frequently 
these are used and reviewed, the deeper they 
will sink in .

 The best way of introducing (and drilling) 
vocabulary is with �½” by 8½” posters . A set of 
these will be available from Torah Aura shortly 
after the release of this book . You are also free 
to make your own . Each of these cards has an 
“icon”—the graphic image that prompts the 
word on one side and the Hebrew on the other . 
Both sides can be used playfully in class for 
both introduction and review .

 It is good to introduce new words and review 
key words at the beginning of each lesson .

� . mainTaining an “acTive” vocabulary: 
There are two distinct skills we care about . One 
is knowing the meaning of individual words . 
This is seeing the picture of a king and knowing 
that the Hebrew word is  and this is seeing 
the Hebrew word  and knowing that it 
means “a king .” The second skill is recognizing 
the root  in context . The prayer goes:


 When students can suddenly see  
   in the sentence and get 
the sense that “King Forever Adonai God of/in 
,” then that is a huge deal . The prayer has 
now made sense .

 We move toward these two skills with two 
teaching techniques:
a . Regular review and drill (with mini-posters 

and exercises) of the core vocabulary that is 
indicated as significant .

b . “On location” vocabulary work . This is done 
by pointing out words, roots and  forms 
that have been learned in random reading 
exercises, in services and in other contexts . 
The purpose here is to move from exercises 
into real Siddur (and text) situations .

� . approximaTing TranslaTions: There are 
two goals in Pirkei T’fillah that you will not find 
in other Siddur curricula—at least they are not 
taught intentionally in other texts . However, we 
feel that these goals are critical if we are going 
to enable our students to “make meaning” of 
the prayers they recite . These goals are:
a . Being able to match the English translation 

to the Hebrew. It is a wonderful moment 
when you are sitting in services with  your 
class and one of your students suddenly 
comes to you and says, “This English 
translation doesn’t seem to come from the 
Hebrew . How come?”

b . To get a sense of the general idea of a 
passage. In a world where we do not have 
enough time to teach Hebrew grammar, 
to carefully build understandings of tense, 
form, etc ., our students are not going to 
master enough Hebrew to do accurate 
translations, but we can help them to get 
the general idea of a passage . However, the 
skill of “sort of knowing the gist” builds a 
sense of connection to Hebrew prayers that 
pure sounding skills don’t .

 There is a whole series of exercises in the book 
that calls for approximation of translation . 
They all have a bar with key vocabulary and a 
box with other word elements . The directions 
ask students to state “my best guess at the 
meaning of this prayer is:” . The job for the 
students is to utilize the given information, take 
their experience, and put these pieces together 
to express a sense of the prayer . This is exactly 
what we hope students will do when they sit in 
services .

 Here is one set of strategies to use for these 
exercises:
(i) Let students work in small groups (two 

or three) to make their best guesses at 
a translation . Make sure that everyone 
knows that this is “guessing” and not 
“expecting .” 

(ii) Have the class share various translations . 
You may even want to write them on the 
board .
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(iii) Extend the learning by first showing the 
things that the class (or individuals) got 
right . Then go over the pieces that were 
hard, or unclear, or even done incorrectly . 
Be sure to use the elements the students 
have contributed to build  a relatively 
accurate translation .

The key here is that everyone knows that the class 
is using the knowledge they have in order to come 
close to a reasonable translation and that they are 
not failing at getting a translation right . Indeed, 
every translation is only an approximation of the 
original language, and there is rarely only one 
official “right way” . Think of a child wrestling with a 
parent . The child will not win . But the child can do 
well, and both of them can have fun .

The boTTom line: Our purpose here is not to 
empower students to accurately translate large 
portions of the Siddur . We want them to gain a sense 
of connection to the Hebrew text—to begin to develop 
a sense of what the prayers mean on a phrase-by-
phrase basis . Working with roots, applying word parts, 
struggling to wrestle the Hebrew into a sense of 
English meaning makes that connection and helps to 
deeply root the vocabulary and the process . We work 
with one or two verses—never the whole prayer . We 
don’t expect teachers to test “mastery” on their quizzes 
and exams . Rather, we are practicing a harder skill in 
order to achieve a working memory of vocabulary and 
very basic grammar .

fiTTing The Book inTo Your schedule

Pirkei T’fillah has been carefully designed and 
edited to enable you to complete the material 
within a normal school year in either a one-day-a-
week school or a two-day-a-week school with time 
constraints . The book is divided into ��-�� lessons . 
Each lesson is designed to be teachable in a forty-
five- to fifty-minute period .

The heBrew

Unlike many other Hebrew workbooks, Pirkei 
T’fillah does not base its instruction on isolated 
nonsense syllables . Except for a few game formats, 
all of the Hebrew the students will encounter will 
be in the form of meaningful words, phrases, and 

sentences . As part of your warm-up activities, be 
sure to include whole word as well as part-to-whole 
sounding practice . Vocabulary posters that will be 
available through Torah Aura and coordinated with 
this textbook will be very helpful .

a few words aBouT “sounding” 
exercises

Americans often call the act of looking at Hebrew 
letters and pronouncing them without any 
comprehension “READING” or “MECHANICAL 
READING .” The simple truth is that in real language 
education, “READING” has to do with “MEANING” 
and “SOUNDING” has to do with pronunciation . 
We will use words like “sound” or “practice” in this 
teacher’s guide for two reasons . (1) It keeps us 
honest as teachers about what we are and are not 
accomplishing . (�) It minimizes the frustration that 
many students feel when they realize that they 
have learned to “sound out Hebrew” and have not 
actually learned Hebrew .

We’ve all done it, both as students and as teachers . 
When faced with lines of practice sounding 
material, we’ve taken turns sounding aloud in 
“round robin” fashion . And almost all of us can 
admit that this practice was not the most enjoyable 
way to learn . If we were not confident sounders, we 
cringed whenever we were asked to sound aloud 
without a chance to rehearse; in fact, we often 
spent so much time and effort trying to figure out 
when and what we would be asked to sound that 
we lost our place . At the very least, we didn’t learn 
anything while the other students were sounding . 
If we were confident sounders, we found it 
uncomfortable to listen while others struggled and 
often became bored . There has to be a better way!

The key is to identify exactly what our goals are 
in sounding practice . We want all of our students 
to become fluent and confident sounders . In order 
to develop strong sounding skills, we assume that 
students need lots of practice . We need to find 
ways in which all students get sufficient repetitions 
supported by correct modeling . We need to keep in 
mind that some students will need more practice 
than others, as well as the fact that some students 
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prefer to practice privately before sounding in front 
of a large group .

Whenever you encounter a page of sounding 
practice in Journeys Through the Siddur, try to 
create learning structures that enable the largest 
number of students possible to engage in active 
sounding with correct modeling, so that your 
students can develop confidence without threat 
of embarrassment . (In other words, try to avoid 
situations in which only one child is sounding at a 
time and is making mistakes in front of the whole 
class .) Here are some suggestions .

 model The sounding: As you introduce 
each new line, sound it aloud to your students, 
and have them follow the sounding by putting 
a finger on each word . As you get to know your 
class, you will be able to determine if you need 
to repeat the modeling more than once .

 choral sounding: After you have finished 
modeling, have the students sound it out along 
with you, again using their fingers to mark the 
place . As you get to know your class, you will be 
able to determine how many times you need to 
repeat the choral sounding .

 sounding buddies: Have your students 
take turns listening to each other practice . As 
you get to know your class, you will be able to 
determine which students make good pairs . You 
may ask some of the weaker students to be your 
practice buddies so that you can give them more 
individualized attention .

 record The TexTs: Ask your principal if you 
can have a listening center for your class . This 
can be as simple as a small tape recorder with 
headphones . Record a sounding exercise or 
passage, speaking clearly and at an appropriate 
speed, slightly slower than normal conversation 
but not so slow that the words or phrases 
become distorted . Clearly identify the lines and 
pages that you are reading . Make sure that the 
student listening to the tape is following along 
with the written material and is moving a finger 
along as each word is spoken .

 give sTudenTs Time To pracTice: Building 
in sufficient “wait time” whenever you ask a 
question or require students to perform is one 
easy and effective modification that you can 
make whenever and whatever you teach . Allow 
time for silent reading and silent practice, and 
you will be pleased with the results . Let students 
indicate to you when they feel ready to read 
aloud .

 leT sTudenTs selecT The line They 
Would like To perform: After students have 
had time to practice silently and/or practice 
with their buddy, you can bring the class back 
together and ask each student to read a section 
of his or her choice . If everyone seems to be 
avoiding a particular line or section, you could 
suggest a choral performance .

For more alternatives to “round-robin” drill, see 
Good-bye Round Robin: 25 Effective Oral Reading 
Strategies, Michael F . Opits and Timothy V . Rasinski 
(Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann 1��8) .
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Page 1: inTroducTion
These are the core concepts of   .

Big ideas
1 . Shabbat takes welcoming . Jews evolved 

customs to welcome Shabbat .
� .   grew out of the Talmud and was 

shaped and molded by Kabbalists who lived 
in Tzfat in the 1�th century .

� .   merges three images, (a) Shabbat, 
(b) the rebuilding of Jerusalem and (c) the 
redemption .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing the unit
� . Exploring the themes
� . Reviewing the key themes

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the story .
� . Student can provide reasonable answers to 

the questions .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing the unit 
Introduce the idea of the Kabbalists going out to 
the fields to welcome Shabbat . Ask students to 
imagine themselves going out to meet the Shabbat 
bride on Friday afternoon . Ask if they have rituals 
any of their own for greeting Shabbat .

2. exploring the Themes
CONVEY THE INFORMATION IN THE 
INTRODUCTION: Do one of the following . [a] 
DESCRIBE the information to your students . [b] 
READ out loud and DISCUSS this information or [c] 
ASSIGN your students to READ the information on 
their own and then DISCUSS it .

3. reviewing the key Themes 
Here are the big points you want to communicate:
• Shabbat begins with a welcoming service,  
 .

• Two talmudic rabbis created personal welcoming 
services in which they called Shabbat a “queen” 
and a “bride .”

• The Kabbalists of Tzfat turned this into a bigger 
ceremony .

• The song/poem   was created for this 
ceremony .

• It combines the images of (a) welcoming 
Shabbat, (b) rebuilding Jerusalem and (c) the 
coming of the messiah/final redemption .

lekha dodi
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Pages 2–3: full TexT
This page contains the Hebrew and English text of the 
  . It should be used for both introducing the 
prayer and practicing and perfecting its performance .

Big ideas
1 . When we enable students to perfect 

performances of the core liturgy we make 
it possible for them to far more easily 
participate in communal worship .

� . By scanning the English of prayers students 
can grow insights into the meaning of the 
liturgy .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Scanning the English text
� . Practicing the Hebrew text

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students describe insights gained from 

looking at the English text .
� . Students practice their performance of the 

Hebrew text .

acTiviTies

1. scanning the english Text
INVITE students to SCAN the English translation of 
these prayers . ASK them what “big ideas” they can 
find by looking . Because this is a poem, it is harder 
than any English we have looked at before . You 
can make it much easier by breaking it into pieces .
a .   can be broken into three parts . 

The first is about the coming of Shabbat, the 
second is about the rebuilding of a destroyed 
Jerusalem and the third goes back to Shabbat . 
Where does each of these parts begin and end? 
Shabbat section: Lines 1-10; Jerusalem section: 
11-��; Shabbat section: ��-�8 .

b . Look at the first Shabbat section . What is it 
about? Verse one is about God being one . It 
contains the image of “” and “” being 
heard at the same time .

 Verse two is about how Shabbat is older than 
creation—one of God’s earliest gifts .

c . Look at the Jerusalem section . What is it 
about? It starts with the image of Jerusalem 
being destroyed, and the singers invite her to 
“get her act together” because better things 
are happening .

 The poem moves to tell her (Jerusalem) that 
the messiah is coming . This is told in two 
images that will be obscure to your students:
1 . Son of Jesse refers to David .
� . Through a family that started with Peretz 

is another reference to David’s family and 
therefore the messiah, who is a descendant 
of David .

2. practicing the hebrew Text
[a] INVITE students to work with a partner and 
practice the prayer . [b] READ or SING the prayers 
together as a class . [c] INVITE individual students 
or teams of students to perform individual lines or 
sections .
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Page 4: TranslaTion 
exercise/commenTarY
This page allows us to translate the chorus to  
  and to talk about the process of preparing 
for Shabbat .

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and/or 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabulary needed for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .

vocabulary

   
Shabbat face bride go/walk

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They should 
not worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

Walk my beloved To greeT The bride 
face (of) shabbaT We Will Welcome

3. correcting Translations
(a) Understand  as “let us go .”
(b)  should be understood as “the face of” or 

“the presence of”

4. prayer drill
Practice performing this portion of the prayer . SING 
or READ it together .
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Page 5: sTorY
This page tells a Hasidic story about the process of 
entering Shabbat . It gives us a window on “welcoming 
Shabbat .”

Big ideas
• We can relive moments of history in our 

own lives .
• Shabbat happens better with preparation .
• Shabbat is (in some ways) a state of mind 

we create .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Read the story .
� . Go over the story in Hevruta .
� . Discuss the questions .

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the story .
� . Student can provide reasonable answers to 

the questions .

acTiviTies

1. read the story

2. go over the story in hevruta

3. discuss the Questions

1. how could the sigh of thousands of Jews in 
egypt come out of a polish butcher’s mouth? 
Expect answers like “He was feeling the 
same thing that they did .” “It was genetically 
embedded in him .” “His situation was similar to 
theirs .”

 You can deepen this by saying something we 
have been pointing to all year: “We wind up 
reliving some important Jewish moments in our 
own lives .”

2. What does this story teach us about the 
importance of  , welcoming 
shabbat? Expect answers like “It is better to 
prepare for Shabbat .” “A person can create a 
Shabbat way of being .” “Shabbat is when we 

really let go of work— 
  helps .”

 You can deepen this by saying, “Shabbat is partly 
a state of mind . Getting physically ready is one 
way of welcoming it . Getting spiritually ready is 
another .   lets us bring Shabbat into 
our head and our heart .”

3. how can knowing this story help you know 
where to point your heart when you say  
? Expect two interesting opposite answers: 
(1) We should not be like the butcher and should 
get ourselves ready for Shabbat . (2) We should be 
like the butcher and learn to get our heart into 
Shabbat . We should be able to sigh the way he 
sighed .
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Page 6: reading drill

Big idea
• Practice is good .

learning acTiviTies
• Practice words and phrases from   .

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students practice their performance of the 

Hebrew text .

acTiviTies

1. practice words and phrases from  
 .
Use this page for a massive “sounding” drill . Play a 
game along the way . Give extra points if students 
can name the source of each phrase .

Page 7: rooT work
This page works on two roots,  and  . We will 
use them to explore the first verse of   on the 
next two pages .

Big ideas
1 . Each of these roots plays a major role in 

Jewish liturgy and Jewish thought .
� . Together these roots will build into a lesson 

on the nature of Shabbat .

acTiviTies
1 . Introduce the root a
� . Introduce the root 

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can identify words built from the 

root a .
� . Students can identify words built from the 

root  .

acTiviTies

 1. introduce the root 
a . Introduce the key words . The connection 

between our key words involves explaining that 
the words built from  mean “guard, keep, 
and observe .” When we guard something we 
are keeping it safe . When we observe Shabbat 
we keep within the boundaries of its rules . For 
Jews, observing is following rules .

b . Allow students to prepare the two lines, 
perfecting readings and finding root words .

2. introduce the root 
a . Introduce the key words . The connection 

between our key words involves explaining that 
the words built from  mean “remember .” 

B . Allow students to prepare the two lines, 
perfecting readings and finding root words .
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Page 8: TranslaTion
This page allows students to work out a translation of 
the first verse of   .

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill
� . To Talk About

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and/or 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabulary needed for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .

vocabulary

  
speak/word remember guard

1
  
praise listen one

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They should 
not worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

3. go over that translation. This one may be hard 
because it is poetry—and not logical . Expect:

Guard and remember in speech one
Hear God the One
Adonai is One and His Name is One
To name and beauty and hallel
This one will take some help .

(a) “ ” is best understood as will be said 
at once .

(b) “” is “we will be made to hear” (the 
tense and construction are beyond their 
grammar knowledge) .

(c) “  ” means the “unifying” or one-
making God .

(d)  when you put this together it comes out 
meaning “The  commandment and the 
 commandments will not be said at the 
same time, but we will hear them woven into 
one by God Who makes things one .”

(e) The last phrase is “   .” 
The “” is better understood as “for,” but the 
larger meaning is:

 “When this happens we will see God’s 
Reputation, God’s Beauty and our need to sing 
praises to God .”

Like much poetry, there are words between the words .

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1�
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4. prayer drill
Go back to pages �–� and practice the whole 
prayer if you have time .

5. To Talk about
The information here could be read but is probably 
best explained .

1 . The Ten Commandments show up twice 
in the Torah, once in Exodus and once in 
Deuteronomy .

� . They are just about identical except for the 
Shabbat commandment . These begin with 
different words,  and  .

� . There is a midrash (in the Talmud) that God 
said both versions at the same time and we 
heard them at the same time . 

� . One interpretation is that  has to do 
with the things we do to “create” Shabbat . 
 has to do with what we “do not do” on 
Shabbat to keep it special and not let it turn 
into another work day .

Page 9: rooT work
This page works on two roots,  . We will use it to 
explore the last verse of   on the next page .

Big ideas
1 . Each of these roots plays a major role in 

Jewish liturgy and Jewish thought .
� . Together these roots will build into a lesson 

on the nature of Shabbat .

learning acTiviTies
• Introduce the root 

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students can identify words built from the 

root  .

acTiviTY

 introduce the root 
1 . Introduce the key words . The connection 

between our key words involves explaining 
that the words built from  mean “come” 
and “bring (or make come) .” Make sure that 
students know that sometimes the  drops out 
or becomes a  .

� . Allow students to prepare the seven lines, 
perfecting readings and finding root words .

� . Have students write in the missing letters in 
numbers 8–1� .
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Page 10: TranslaTion
This page lets student work out a translation of the 
last verse and look at its choreography .

Big ideas
• Using known language to work out a 

translation of   builds skill and 
grows connection .

• On Shabbat we get an extra soul . There is a 
spiritual quality to the day .

• At the end of   we act out the 
entrance of Shabbat into the community .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . To Talk About
� .  Choreography

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and/or 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabulary needed for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .

vocabulary



    

bride faith happiness peace come

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They should 

not worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

3. go over that translation. This one may be hard 
because it is poetry—and not logical . Expect:

come in peace, glory her husband 
also in happiness and joy 
in the middle faith people treasure 
come bride. come bride. 
once again we have to deal with the poetry.

(a)   literally mean “her husband’s 
glory .” This is a metaphor for “God’s glory” or 
perhaps “Israel’s glory” because we are talking 
about the  glory if Israel’s partner .

(b)   means “among the faithful of” (the 
believers), so it comes out saying “among the 
committed of God’s treasured people .”

4. To Talk about
Review the idea of a   (extra soul) .

5. choreography
Read, discuss and act out this choreography .
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Page 11: reBuilding 
Jerusalem
This page turns the rebuilding of Jerusalem into a 
spiritual metaphor .

Big ideas
• The first set of the Ten Commandments 

were destroyed on the same day that the 
Temple (and Jerusalem) was destroyed . They 
both were destroyed because Israel messed 
up .

• When we fix ourselves and fix the world 
( ) we are rebuilding Jerusalem 
and putting the broken pieces of the Ten 
Commandments back together .

learning acTiviTies
• Read the lesson on rebuilding Jerusalem
• Have students write three things they could 

contribute to rebuilding Jerusalem on the 
three bricks .

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students can articulate the concept of 

rebuilding Jerusalem .

acTiviTies

reading the lesson on rebuilding Jerusalem
1 . Read, have students read or explain the short 

essay on this page .
� . Make sure that students understand that 

“rebuilding Jerusalem” is a metaphor (way of 
describing) for the things we do to fix ourselves 
and fix the world . An example or two will help . 

have students Write Three Things…
� . Give students time to work out their own short 

list .
� . Invite students to share their answers .

Page 12: reBuilding 
Jerusalem
This page uses the full text of   for a sounding 
drill .

Big idea
• Practice is good .

learning acTiviTies
• Practice   .

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students perfect their performance of the 

Hebrew text .

acTiviTY

practice from  .
Use this page for a massive “sounding” drill .
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Page 1:  The  
inTroducTion
The introduction to the  teaches three big 
concepts .

Big ideas
• The  is the prayer that organizes 

people into a prayer community . It is the 
first prayer that requires a  .

• A  is a quorum of at least ten people . 
Jewish prayer is a community process .

• The  is a call and response prayer . 
The leader begins and the group answers . 
In answering, the group becomes a 
community .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introduce the unit
� . Explore the themes
� . Review key themes

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can identify the  as a 

prayer that organizes people into a prayer 
community .

� . Students can explain the idea of a  .
� . Student can discuss the  as a call and 

response prayer .

acTiviTies

1. introduce the unit

2. explore the themes

3. review key themes
 The idea of invitation
Three different Jewish rituals specifically include a 
call to community as part of their structure . These 
are the , the blessing before reading Torah, 
and the z’mun (words of invitation) at the start of 
Birkat ha-Mazon (Grace After Meals) . These rituals 
suggest two big ideas .

• Some prayers shouldot be said alone . They 
work better with others .

• To turn a group of people into a prayer 
community takes a process, a ritual, that links 
them .

Why do These Three events…
 There is no single correct answer to this question . 
But here are some good answers that you and your 
students can fill in:

• Judaism is a community religion .
• Some things work better when you can 

share them . 
•There are times for solos and times for 

choirs . 
• Some things are scary or hard—and work 

better when you have support . 
• These rituals are a way of making people 

closer .

Barekhu
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Page 2:  The rooT 
This page works with the root  . It follows the 
same pattern we have already established for working 
with roots .

Big ideas
• Each of these roots plays a major role in 

Jewish liturgy and Jewish thought .
• Together these roots will build into a lesson 

on theature of Shabbat .

acTiviTies
1 . Review the three forms of  .
� . Use the three words to introduce the root .
� . Sounding out Words with   .
� . Completing the Root

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students can identify words built from the 

root  .

acTiviTies

 1. review the Three forms of 
Remind students about , , and  .

2. use the Three Words to introduce the root
Use either flash cards, the book, or the board to 
investigate the three words , , and 
 .
• Find the root  in each
• See how the idea of “blessing” is in each .

3. Words with 
Allow students to scan these lines and circle the 
words that include this root . Give them a chance 
to rehearse reading these lines before you call on 
a student or a group of students to read them . 
Invite the whole class to hold up their hands in the 
“priestly hand gesture” every time a  word is 
read .

4. completing the root
Have students work individually or in pairs to 
complete the exercise . 
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Page 3:  TranslaTion
This page uses a rebus to help students translate the 
 . Then students learn to “dance” the  .

Big ideas
• Using known language to work out a 

translation of  builds skill and grows 
connection .

• The has its own dance steps .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introduce/review vocabulary
� . Work out a trial translation
� . Correct translations
� . Read and discus the dance steps

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .
� . Students can describe the dance steps of 

the  .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and/or 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabularyeeded for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .

vocabulary

Cosmos  bless 
2. Working out a Trial Translation

[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They shouldot 
worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

 The students already know most of the words in 
the  even though they doot have enough 
grammar to come out with an accurate translation . 
The rebus is a way of encouraging the guessing 
process .
Review the two key icons:  (bless) and  
(cosmos) .

3. correct translations. 
This one may be hard because it is poetry—and not 
logical . Expect:
“bless god the blessed;” 
“bless god the blessed to the World and more.”
You will need to work on two words:
 . This means “The One Who is Blessed .”
 is very much like the Toy Story 
character Buzz Light Year’s “To Infinity and 
beyond .” The trick here is understanding that 
“” means both “the world” and “all of reality” 
(like the whole cosmos) or “eternity” .   means 
“and more .” That explains how “to the world and 
more” comes out as “forever and ever .”

4. how to dance the 
Read the text out loud as the students stand-up 
and do the movements and the breathing . Then 
ask, “How does standing or bowing or lifting up 
onto your toes help you to get into the right spirit 
for prayer?” There areo specific or correct answers 
to this question . The bottom line here is that we 
just know that it does .
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Page 4:  sTorY— 
The firsT 
The story of the first  is found in the book 
of Nehemiah . Its significance wasted in Reuven 
Hammer’s book, Entering Jewish Prayer, A Guide to 
Personal Devotion and the Worship Service (1 Chron . 
29 .30,eh . 8 .5-6,eh . 9 .5) .

The Big idea
1 . When we say the  we are recreating 

the moment in history when Ezra gathered 
the Jewish people and began in earnest the 
process of ending the exile, rebuilding the 
Temple, and making Torah a part of the 
daily life of every Jew .

� . Why the words of the  are placed at the 
beginning a service (we end our own exile) 
and at the reading of the Torah (we make 
Torah part of our community) .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Read the story “The First ”
� . Discuss the questions

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the story .
� . Students can explain how this story 

expresses the spiritual focus for  .

acTiviTies

 1. read the story
Have students read the story as a class or in small 
groups . Review the story before you go on to the 
questions .

2. discuss the Questions
1. how did saying the  end the exile? It 

was the event, the moment, when the Jewish 
people came together, heard each other’s 
voices, felt each other’s warmth and realized 
that they could again be aation—one people .

 Other answers might be: They connected with 
each other and God . They believed in each 
other . They felt the spirit, etc .

2. how can remembering this first  in the 
unfinished Temple help us to know where to 
point our hearts when we say the ? If we 
can imagine being in the half-finished Temple, 
and if we can imagine the feeling of everyone 
singing together and finally feeling they are 
part of something, then we know how we can 
use our  to create a community in the 
same way .

 Other ideas: When we say it together, we can 
feel together . It gives us a model of how we 
should be . It points us toward the feeling that 
we are looking for community .
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Page 5:  reading Phrases/
Being a communiTY

Big ideas
• Practice is good .
• The  turns a goup of people into a 

community .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Practice these phrases
� . Talk about community

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students perfect their performance of the 

phrases .
� . Students can describe the meaning of 

community .

reciting   phrases
These five lines come from a series of famous 
prayers .  
(1) The Kiddush .  
(�) The  .  
(�) Shalom Aleihem .  
(�) Mi she-Berakh .  
(�) The Kaddish .
Give students a chance to practice and perform 
these sentences . See how many of the source 
prayers they can identify .

being a community
This exercise is designed to be the catalyst for a 
conversation about the things that members of a 
community do for one another . There iso correct set 
of responses—the big idea here is that a community 
is a “group” of people who see themselves as 
interconnected, almost like a family . Communities 
are groups of people who take care of each other 
and who share obligations .
Groups merely gather to do given things—
communities are linked together .

Pages 6–7: sTorY
This story combines a midrash about Abraham with a 
traditional Hasidic story .

Big ideas
• The  becomes the minimum 

numbereeded to save the world . That makes 
a  a “world-saving” team .

• The  becomes a source of strength for 
the individual who is a member of that 
group .

• When we gather as a  we are joining 
together for strength greater than our own 
indivudual strength alone .

• A  can sometimes accomplish some 
things that an individual cannot .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Read the Story
� . Go over the story in hevruta .
� . Discuss the questions

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the story .
� . Student can provide reasonable answers to 

the questions .

acTiviTies

1. read the story 

2. go over the story in hevruta

3. discuss the questions

1. What do you think this story means? Meaning 
is subjective . Different students will hear 
different meanings . Enjoy them all . Some may 
include: Prayer can heal . People can make a 
difference . Rabbis don’t always know best, 
etc . If it isot stated, make sure that you add: 
“There is something powerful in being part of a 
community—especially a prayer community .”

2. Why is ten the right number for a ? (We 
have discussed this on the page 40 .) It is rooted 
in the two midrashim, one about Noah’s family 
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and one about Lot’s family . The core idea is that 
ten seems to be a minimumumber to form a 
community . Students may express this in may 
ways—and getting to an exact answer here isot 
important .

3. how does a  work miracles?o one knows 
the answer to this question . Some guesses may 
include: More people are heard by God better 
than a single individual . People in the  
take care of each other . When you are part of a 
 you get the support to be at your best (like 
basketball players do from the crowd), etc . More 
than finding the “right answer,” you want to 
discuss: “Does it seem possible to you that a  
can work miracles?”

4. how can this story help you know where to 
point your heart when you say the ? 
There will be many ways of answering this, but 
the discussion should include: (1) that when 
we say the  we become part of a prayer 
community; (2) that there is a power that can be 
found in a community; (3) that we help others 
and others help us; and so on .

Page 8: reading drill
Big idea
• Practice is good .

learning acTiviTies
• Practice words and phrases .

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students practice their performance of the 

Hebrew text .

practice words and phrases.
Use this page for a massive “sounding” drill . Play a 
game along the way . Give extra points if students 
caname the source of each phrase .
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Page 1:   
inTroducTion
The   This page is an overview of the 
  .

Big ideas
1 .   has a midrashic origin in 

Jacob’s asking God for help .
� .   fills the slot of the first  

before the  in the evening service .
� .   has two meanings, “brings on 

the evening” and “mixes the mixtures .”

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing the unit
� . Exploring the themes
� . Reviewing the key themes

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can describe the midrashic origins 

of the   as starting with Jacob .
� . Students can state the place of  

 in the structure of the evening 
Shema and her  .

� . Students can state the two different 
meanings for the phrase   .

acTiviTies

1. introducing the unit
If your students have previously studied the 
morning service, compare   to 
  . Turn to page 18 and look at English 
translation of   . Establish that its 
themes are evening and creation .

2. exploring the Themes
Read the text . Go over the three big ideas . Each is 
expressed in one of the paragraphs:
a . Jacob is connected to the  service and 

the  prayer .

b . There are two  before the  in the 
evening service and two afterwards . The first 
slot is a “creation ” slot that is taken by 
  .

c .   has two meanings, “Who 
brings on the evening,” and “Who mixes the 
mixtures .” These offer two different views of 
evening—one as a distinctew reality, the other 
as a mixture of day andight .

3. reviewing key Themes 

1 . The  service and the  prayer are 
connected to Jacob .

� .   is the first  before the  . 
It talks about creation .

� .   has two meanings, “Who 
brings on the evening,” and “Who mixes the 
mixtures .” 



    

ma’ariv aravim/YoTzer or
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Page 2: full TexT
This page contains the Hebrew and English text of the 
  .

Big ideas
1 . When we enable students to perfect 

performances of core liturgy we make 
it possible for them to far more easily 
participate in communal worship .

� . By scanning the English of prayers students 
can grow insights into the meaning of the 
liturgy .

� . The Torah service and eating are similar 
spiritual practices .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Scanning the English text
� . Practicing the Hebrew text

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students describe insights gained from 

looking at the English text .
� . Students practice their performance of the 

Hebrew text .

acTiviTies

1. scanning the english Text
INVITE students to SCAN the English translation of 
these prayers . ASK them what “big ideas” they can 
find by looking . 
This prayer teaches that new things are continually 
being created and old things are continually being 
recreated . Creation is ongoing . This is a wonderful 
chance for a discussion of how something “old” can 
seem “new” at a given moment .

2. practicing the hebrew Text
[a] INVITE students to work with a partner and 
practice the prayer . [b] READ or SING the prayers 
together as a class . [c] INVITE individual students 
or teams of students to perform individual lines or 
sections .

Page 3: rooT and 
TranslaTion
This page begins the study of roots by unpacking the 
root , and the translation of the first part of the 
 .

Big ideas
1 . Mastering Hebrew roots dramatically 

improves comprehension .
� . Looking at words built out of a single root 

enhances an understanding of Hebrew 
thinking .

� . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 
leads to an affinity with the liturgy .

� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 
rough translations of Hebrew prayers (a) 
helps students to feel closer to those texts, 
(b) reinforces the Hebrew they are learning 
and (c) develops a process they can continue 
to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Analysis of the root 
� . Identifying words built out of 
� . Reading and identifying activity
� . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can identify words with a  

root .
� . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .

1. analysis of the root 
a . Use the board or flashcards to introduce the 

root  and the words built out of it .
b . Establish the connection between the three 

words , ,  .OTE: “evening” and 
“mixing” are the core idea .



conTinued on page 28.
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2. identifying Words built out of 
a . ASK: What word idea connects , , 

?
b . ESTABLISH that these are the same words with 

differing tenses .

3. reading and identifying activity
a . Let students prepare these lines with a Hevruta 

partner .
b . Go over the passage . Invite individual students 

to read . Ask the entire class to read out 
together the words built out of the root  .

4. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabularyeeded for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .

vocabulary

   
mix evening You bless

5. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop their 
own best TRANSLATION . [b] They shouldot worry 
about being perfect . EXPECT a working translation 
something like: 

praised be you adonai mixing The 
mixTures or bringing on evening

6. correcting Translations
It works better to add a "Who" before  
  .

7. prayer drill

Page 4: TranslaTion
This page has students work on a translation of a 
second part of   and talk about sunsets .

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill
� . Discussing commentary

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .
� . Students unpack the choreography of the 

  .

acTiviTies

1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabularyeeded for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .
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vocabulary

   
darkness face light he rolls

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They shouldot 
worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

rolls lighT in The face of darkness and 
darkness in The face of lighT.

3. correcting Translations
 means “from before .”

4. prayer drill 
Practice performing this portion of the prayer . SING 
or READ it together .

5. discussing commentary
Read and discuss the questions . “How is sunset 
rolling into darkness?” and “How do you make 
these things happen?” should elicit personal 
answers .

Page 5: sTorY
The midrash explains thatighttime comes with its own 
opportunities to feel close to God .

Big ideas
1 . Nighttime was the time of many 

redemptions for the Jewish people .
� . Sun stands for Rome . The moon stands for 

Jacob .
� . Nighttime offers its own special connection 

to God .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Read the story
� . Go over the story in Hevruta .
� . Discuss the questions

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the elements .
� . Student can provide reasonable answers to 

the questions .

acTiviTies

1. read the story

2. go over the story in hevruta

3. discuss the Questions

1. What is so special about the night? The 
night is a special spiritual time recalling many 
redemptions in the past and giving us a quiet 
alone time to connect to God .

2. in ancient times, rome was a huge empire that 
conquered israel and kept us from practicing 
our own religion. The roman empire was huge 
and lasted a long time. What is like the roman 
empire today? This question calls for personal 
association . Expect such answers as "terrorism," 
"Western culture" and other contemporary evils .

3. how can knowing this story help you to point 
your heart when you say the prayer  
? It gets us into a nighttime groove . It gets 
us ready to feel the spirituality of nighttime .
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Page 6:   
inTroducTion
This pages introduces the role, theme and imagery of 
  .

Big ideas
1 .   is the first blessing before the 

 .
� . The central image of this prayer is light .
� .   is also connected to creation and 

the Garden of Eden .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing the unit
� . Exploring the themes

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can describe the location and 

theme of   .
� . Students can relate some of the images for 

which light is a metaphor .

acTiviTies

1. introducing the unit
The introduction to the  teaches these big 
concepts:
•   is the first  before the in 

the morning service .
• It is a  that deals with “creation .” This 

means that it is a  about the things that 
God makes .

•   is a memory of the creation of people 
and the Garden of Eden .

• It also is a prayer about “light .” It starts as 
a sunrise  but moves into many other 
things . Light stands for good . Light stands for 
the hope of the future . And light stands for 
Torah .

2. exploring the Themes
• The   tells us that God is active in 

“creation” every day .

•   reminds us of the creation of people 
and the Garden of Eden .

• It is a prayer about “light .”
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Page 7: full TexT
This page contains the Hebrew and English text of the 
  .

Big ideas
1 . When we enable students to perfect 

performances of core liturgy we make 
it possible for them to far more easily 
participate in communal worship .

� . By scanning the English of prayers students 
can grow insights into the meaning of the 
liturgy .

� . The Torah service and eating are similar 
spiritual practices .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Scanning the English text
� . Practicing the Hebrew text

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students describe insights gained from 

looking at the English text .
� . Students practice their performance of the 

Hebrew text .

acTiviTies

1. scanning the english Text
INVITE students to SCAN the English translation of 
these prayers . ASK them what “big ideas” they can 
find by looking .

INSIGHT that might be shared: This prayer teaches 
that new things are continually being created and 
old things are continually being recreated . Creation 
is ongoing . This is a wonderful chance for a 
discussion of how something “old” can seem “new” 
at a given moment .

2. practicing the hebrew Text
[a] INVITE students to work with a partner and 
practice the prayer . [b] READ or SING the prayers 
together as a class . [c] INVITE individual students 
or teams of students to perform individual lines or 
sections .

Page 8: rooT work
This page studies the roots  and  .

Big ideas
1 . Mastering Hebrew roots dramatically 

improves comprehension .
� . Looking at words built out of a single root 

enhances an understanding of Hebrew 
thinking .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Analysis of the root 
� . Identifying words built out of 
� . Reading and identifying activity
� . Analysis of the root 
� . Identifying words built out of 
� . Reading and identifying activity

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can identify words with the  

root .
� . Students can identify words with the  

root .

acTiviTies

1. analysis of the root 
a . Use the board or flashcards to introduce the 

root  and the words built out of it . The 
book useso icon for  (because it is too 
abstract and might involve personifying God) . 

b . Establish the connection between the three 
words:   

2. identifying Words built out of 

a . ASK: What word idea connects  
  ?

b . ESTABLISH that “create” is the core idea .

3. reading and identifying activity
a . Let students prepare these lines with a Hevruta 

partner .



conTinued on page 32.
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b . Go over the passage . Invite individual students 
to read . Ask the entire class to read out 
together the words built out of the root  .

4. analysis of the root  
a . Use the board or flashcards to introduce the 

root  and the words built out of it .
b . Establish the connection between the three 

words:    .

5. identifying Words built out of 
a . ASK: What word idea connects  

  ?
b . ESTABLISH that the connection here is “light” . 

6. reading and identifying activity
a . Let students prepare these lines with a Hevruta 

partner .
b . Go over the passage . Invite individual students 

to read . Ask the entire class to read out loud 
together the words built out of the root  .

Page 9: TranslaTe
This page has students work on a translation of  
 and look at a commentary on the Land of Israel .

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer Drill

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .
� . Students participate in a discussion of the 

image of Israel as a place of Torah .
� . Students successfully perform these texts .

acTiviTies

1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and 
FLASHCARDS, the teacher should introduce and 
drill the core vocabularyeeded for this translation . 
[b] Some game playing or team competition is the 
perfect way to reinforce this vocabulary .
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vocabulary

  
face You bless

  
darkness light darkness

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION of this text . [b] They 
shouldot worry about being perfect—they should 
worry about coming close . EXPECT a working 
translation something like:

blessed are you, adonai, our god ruler of the 
World
creates light and creates darkness
makes peace and creates all.

3. correcting Translations
  = The One Who Creates light/the Creator 
of darkness
  = The One Who Creates darkness/the 
Creator of darkness
  = The One Who makes peace/the 
Maker of peace .
  = And the One Who creates 
everything/the Creator of all .

4. prayer drill
Practice performing this portion of the prayer . SING 
or READ it together .

Pages 10–11: sTorY
We read a story about Adam and Eve’s First Shabbat .

Big ideas
1 .   was first said by Adam and Eve .
� .   connects every morning to 

repentance and to the opportunity to start 
over .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Reading the story
� . Going over the story in Hevruta
� . Class discussion of answers to the questions

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the story .
� . Students can explain how this story 

expresses the spiritual focus for  
  .

acTiviTies

1. reading the story
Either read or tell this story to your students or 
allow students to read the story on their own . Give 
them a chance to think about the three questions 
on theext page before you go over them .

2. going over the story in hevruta
• This story is built out of a series of midrashim 

found in Genesis Rabbah . It tells a simple story 
that Adam and Eve were created and then 
messed up just before Shabbat came . That 
first Shabbat evening was aight of guilt and 
reflection . When dawn came (for the first time 
in their lives) they realized that God was giving 
them a chance to start over . Theew morning 
was aew beginning . God had allowed them 
to make  t’shuvah(repentance) and 
granted them  kaparah (atonement) .

• This story of a first morning echoes the opening 
sentence of this prayer—that God made the 
possibility of  shalom (completeness) and 



conTinued on page 33.
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that God created  ra (the capacity for evil) . 
On this morning Adam and Eve confront both 
their capacity for  and their potential for 
 (becoming whole) .

• This makes the   more than aature 
prayer—rather it is about the relationship 
between creation and the human spirit .

3. answer the Questions
1 . What do you think that first shabbat 

morning meant to adam and eve? This 
question is asking students to imagine a 
feeling . Among the ideas that should be 
expressed are: They were relieved . They were 
happy . They were excited about all the things 
that they couldow do . They saw the whole 
world as aew adventure that stretched before 
them, etc . 

� . When have you felt this way? This is asking 
them about their own life experience . Enjoy 
their stories and be prepared to share one of 
your own!

� . how can remembering this story help you 
find a way to point your heart when you 
say this prayer? Here are some answers: By 
sharing our feelings, we can have an amazing 
day every day . Every sunrise can remind us that 
God will give us another chance if we want to 
become better . Morning is a time to thank God .

Page 12: Big reading
This page has students practice words and phrases 
from the two prayers .

Big ideas
• Practice is good .

learning acTiviTies
• Rehearsal/performance

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students successfully perform these texts .

acTiviTies

• rehearsal/performance
Students work in hevruta pairs rehearsing the 
words and phrases on this page before performing 
them .
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Page 1: inTroducTion
This is the second  before the  .

Big ideas
1 . The image of   "eternal love" 

comes from the prophet Jeremiah .
� .   is the second  before the 

 in the evening .
� . The giving of the Torah was a huge act of 

love .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing the unit
� . Exploring the themes
� . Reviewing the key themes

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can describe the origins of the 

phrase   .
� . Students can locate the   in the 

structure of the service .

acTiviTies

1. introducing the unit
Look at the English translation of   on 
page 23 . Establish that the theme of this prayer is 
the giving of the Torah as an act of love .

2. exploring the Themes
CONVEY THE INFORMATION IN THE 
INTRODUCTION: [a] The image of  , 
"eternal love," comes from the prophet Jeremiah, 
[b] the location of   is aas the second 
 before the  in the evening service and  
[c] the giving of the Torah was a huge act of love .

3. reviewing the key Themes 
1 . The image of   "eternal love" comes 

from the prophet Jeremiah .
� .   is the second  before the 

 in the evening .
� . The giving of the Torah was a huge act of love .

Page 2: full TexT
This page contains the Hebrew and English text of 
  . It should be used for both introducing 
the prayer and perfecting its performance .

Big ideas
1 . When we enable students to perfect 

performances of core liturgy we make 
it possible for them to far more easily 
participate in communal worship .

� . By scanning the English of prayers students 
can grow insights into the meaning of the 
liturgy .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Scanning the English text
� . Practicing the Hebrew text

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students describe insights gained from 

looking at the English text .
� . Students practice their performance of the 

Hebrew text .
� . Students read, discuss and respond to the 

commentary .

acTiviTies

1. scanning the english Text 
INVITE students to SCAN the English translation of 
these prayers . ASK them what “big ideas” SHARE 
these insights .
a . God loves Israel .
b . Because of Your love we center our lives in 

Torah and mitzvot .
c . In turn they shape our lives . 

2. practicing the hebrew Text
[a] INVITE students to work with a partner and 
practice the prayer . [b] READ or SING the prayers 
together as a class . [c] INVITE individual students 
or teams of students to perform individual lines or 
sections .


ahavaT olam/ahavah raBBah
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Page 3: rooT  and 
TranslaTion
This page begins the study of roots by unpacking 
the root  and the translation of the first part of the 
 .

Big ideas
1 . Mastering Hebrew roots dramatically 

improves comprehension .
� . Looking at words built out of a single root 

enhances an understanding of Hebrew 
thinking .

� . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 
leads to an affinity with the liturgy .

� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 
rough translations of Hebrew prayers (a) 
helps students to feel closer to those texts, 
(b) reinforces the Hebrew they are learning 
and (c) develops a process they can continue 
to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Analysis of the root 
� . Identifying words built out of 
� . Reading and identifying activity
� . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can identify words with a  

root .
� . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .

acTiviTies

1. analysis of the root  
a . Use the board or flashcards to introduce the 

root  and the words built out of it .
b . Establish the connection between the three 

words: , ,  . 

2. identifying Words built out of  
a . ASK: What word idea connects , , ?
b . Have students explain how the core meaning 

“life/live” is part of each word . 

3. reading and identifying activity  
a . Let students prepare these lines with a hevruta 

partner .
b . Go over the passage . Invite individual students 

to read . Ask the entire class to read together 
the words built out of the root  .

4. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and FLASHCARDS, 
introduce and drill the core vocabulary needed for 
this translation .

vocabulary

   
night day length life

5. Working out a Trial Translation 
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop their 
own best TRANSLATION . [b] They shouldot worry 
about being perfect . EXPECT a working translation 
something like: 
Because these are our lives and the length of our 
days and in them drive day andight .

6. correcting Translations
•  means “kingdom” rather than “king”; 
•  means “eternity” rather than “world” .

7. prayer drill
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Page 4: rooT work
This page studies the root  .

Big ideas
1 . Mastering Hebrew roots dramatically 

improves comprehension .
� . Looking at words built out of a single root 

enhances an understanding of Hebrew 
thinking .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Analysis of the root 
� . Identifying words built out of 
� . Reading and identifying activity

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students can identify words with   root .

acTiviTies
1. analysis of the root  

a . Use the board or flashcards to introduce the 
root  and the words built out of it . 

b . Establish the connection between the three 
words:    

2. identifying Words built out of 

a . ASK: What word idea connects  
  ?

b . Have students explain how the core meaning 
“love” is part of each word . 

3. reading and identifying activity 
a . Let students prepare these lines with a partner .
b . Go over the passage . Invite individual students 

to read . Ask the entire class to read out 
together the words built out of the root  .

c . Use this exercise for extra practice . For an 
additional challenge, name the source of the 
last three lines .
Line �:  
Line �:  
Line �:  () .

Page 5–6: TranslaTion and 
sTorY

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers (a) 
helps students to feel closer to those texts, 
(b) reinforces the Hebrew they are learning, 
and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

� . Torah study is an important Jewish value .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Read the story
� . Go over the story in Hevruta .
� . Discuss the questions

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation .
� . Students correct their translation .
� . Students can retell the story .
� . Student can provide reasonable answers to 

the questions .

acTiviTies

1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and FLASHCARDS, 
introduce and drill the core vocabularyeeded for 
this translation .



conTinued on page 38.
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vocabulary

   
Israel love You bless

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION of this text . [b] They 
shouldot worry about being perfect—they should 
worry about coming close . EXPECT a working 
translation something like: 
Bless You Adonai, loveation Israel .

3. correcting translations 
•    = "The Lover" of Israel

4. read the story
The love story between Akiva and Rachel shows 
"a perfect love" with each taking care of the 
other’seeds .

5. go over the story in hevruta

6. discuss the Questions
1. What does this story teach us about the 

connection between "love" and "Torah"? That 
just as the Torah was given so it can be studied 
in love, and so can love lead to its study .

2. how does rachel’s love help rabbi akiva 
become a scholar? She sacrificed years of his 
company so that he could go and study .

3. how does god’s love help us study Torah? 
Expect a variety of personal answers including 
"God makes us smart ." 

4. how does knowing the love story about 
rabbi akiva and rachel help us to point 
our hearts when we say  ? Expect 
personal answers such as "We can think of the 
Torah as a love story ."

Page 7: inTroducTion
Big ideas
1 . It is a  that deals with “revelation .” 

This means that it is a  about the 
giving of Torah .

� .   is a memory of Israel’s 
experience at Mt . Sinai .

� . It also is a prayer about “love .” It defines 
Torah as the gift that defines a “love” 
relationship between God and Israel .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing the unit
� . Exploring the themes
� . Reviewing the key themes

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can describe the taking of the 

Torah out of the ark .
� . Students can state the two images that are 

used .

acTiviTies

1. introducing the unit 

2. exploring the Themes
CONVEY THE INFORMATION IN THE 
INTRODUCTION: Do one of the following . [a] 
DESCRIBE the information to your students . [b] 
READ out loud and DISCUSS this information or [c] 
ASSIGN your students to READ the information on 
their own and then DISCUSS it .

3. reviewing the key Themes 
1 . The text says (echoing what we learned about 

mitzvot), “Torah makes us God’s partner .” This 
is the central idea in this blessing .

� . The big discussion should be, “How can a 
book of rules be seen as an act of love?” That 
question is answered in the last sentence: 
“…through Torah we can be close to God .” 
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Page 8–9: full TexT
This page contains the Hebrew and English text of 
  . It should be used for both introducing the 
prayer and perfecting its performance .

Big ideas
1 . When we enable students to perfect 

performances of core liturgy we make 
it possible for them to far more easily 
participate in communal worship .

� . By scanning the English of prayers students 
can grow insights into the meaning of the 
liturgy .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Scanning the English text
� . Practicing the Hebrew text

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students describe insights gained from 

looking at the English text .
� . Students practice their performance of the 

Hebrew text .
� . Students read, discuss and respond to the 

commentary .

acTiviTies

1. scanning the english Text
INVITE students to SCAN the English translation of 
these prayers . ASK them what “big ideas” they can 
find by looking . INSIGHTS that might be shared:
a . God loves us, God has compassion/mercy, God 

chose us and God will save us .
b . Because God loves us, God chose the Jewish 

people and gave us a gift—the Torah . The 
Torah is a great gift because it gives us the 
means to become better by fixing the mistakes 
we make . This is  (repentance) . This 
allows God to forgive us when we areot 
acting our best . And Torah gives us the tools 
to become God’s partner and fix the world as 
well .

c . Alsootice that in the prayer God is asked for 
eight things . These are labeled A-H in the 
translation . The prayer describes eight levels 
of learning Torah . These areumbered 1-8 . You 
may want to look at the progression .

2. practicing the hebrew Text
[a] INVITE students to work with a partner and 
practice the prayer . [b] READ or SING the prayers 
together as a class . [c] INVITE individual students 
or teams of students to perform individual lines or 
sections .
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Page 10: TranslaTion
On this page we are going to construct a translation 
of the single sentence for   that begins 
“ .”

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .
� . Students discuss the connection of prayer 

and healing .

1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and 
FLASHCARDS, the teacher should introduce and 
drill the core vocabularyeeded for this translation . 
[b] Some game playing or team competition is the 
perfect way to reinforce this vocabulary .

vocabulary

   
Israel love You bless

1
  
love one heart

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION of this text . [b] They 
shouldot worry about being perfect—they should 
worry about coming close . EXPECT a working 
translation something like:

and light our eyes in Torah 
and glue our hearts in your mitzvot 
(commandments)    
and make our hearts one to love 
and to fear your name

3. correcting Translations 

4. prayer drill
Practice performing this portion of the prayer . SING 
or READ it together .
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Page 11–12: sTorY
We read two stories on this page and page 21 .

Big ideas
1 .   connects to the giving of the 

Torah on Mt . Sinai .
� .   expresses both  (fear) and 

 (love) of God .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Reading the story
� . Going over the story in Hevruta
� . Class discussion of answers to the questions

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the story .
� . Students can explain how this story 

expresses the spiritual focus for   .

acTiviTies

1. reading the story
These stories can be either told or read . They can 
be read silently, alone or in small groups, or the 
teacher can read them to the class .
Two memories of sinai: We have already learned 
that   is connected to our memories of 
Sinai . There are many, many stories about that 
experience . We have chosen two famous midrashim 
to explore this theme, one looking at the Torah 
as “rules” and the other seeing Torah as a “gift of 
love .”
The first story: God offered the Torah to many 
differentations . Eachation turned God down 
because the Torah said “No” to something they 
wanted to continue doing . Eventually God came 
to Israel . When they turned the Torah down, God 
held Mt . Sinai over their heads and forced them 
to accept . The bottom line of this story is that 
sometimes Torah feels like a set of obligations that 
we don’t really want but are stuck with .
The second story: God offers the Torah to Israel 
and then demands a “co-signer” who will promise 

that they will be true . God turns down each 
suggestion until Israel offers their children (born 
and unborn), who promise that they will always 
keep Torah . This story offers two big truths: (a) 
Torah is something precious that we work hard to 
deserve; (b) we have already promised to guard the 
Torah .

2. going over the story in hevruta 

Students can prepare to discuss the questions on 
theext page by talking them over with a partner, or 
the teacher can just launch into a discussion .

3. class discussion of answers to the Questions
1. have you ever felt like you were trapped in 

the first memory of mt. sinai—as if being 
Jewish is something you are forced to do? 
We have all been “stuck” going to services or 
meetings when we don’t want to . Every child 
will have a list of these moments . 

2. have you ever felt like you were living the 
second memory, proud and privileged to be 
Jewish? You may want to restate this questions 
as “What Jewish things do you really like? 
What about Judaism makes you really glad 
that you are Jewish?”

 Students may answer all kinds of things—
expect Hanukkah presents and Passover food 
to be at the top of the list . School or camp or 
family moments could also be on the list .

 Doot confront the answer “nothing” head on . 
Your job isot to battle—you can’t force anyone 
to feel something . Respond, “I’m sorry you 
haven’t found your moment yet .” 

3. Why do weeed both stories? how can both 
memories help us say the  ? The 
Rabbis talk about two different relationships 
we have with God . One is  (love) and the 
other is  (fear) . Both of these relationships 
help us obey God in different ways . Sometimes 
we doeed to be urged to do things that are 
good for us . Sometimes we jump into doing 
them out of love . 
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Page 1: inTroducTion
This lesson looks at the , the most important 
sentence in the prayerbook .

Big ideas
1 . The  is probably the most important 

sentence in the Torah because it states the 
single most important idea—that God is 
one .

� . The single sentence Deut . � .� (plus the 
) is sometimes called the  . 
However, the (complete)  is made up 
of three paragraphs from different places 
in the Torah that were brought together to 
replace the Ten Commandments in the daily 
service .

� . The thing that the three paragraphs have in 
common is the phrase  , the idea 
of all the  being important .

� . The  turns the love of God into 
actions . It teaches that people should live 
their belief in God by doing the things 
commanded in the Torah .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing the unit
� . Exploring the themes
� . Reviewing the key themes

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can describe the taking of the 

Torah out of the ark .
� . Students can state the two images that are 

used .

acTiviTies

1. introducing the unit
Sing or say the  together . I’ll bet most of your 
class can do it by heart . If youeed a text to work 
from, it is on page �� of the student text .

2. exploring the Themes
Do one of the following . [a] DESCRIBE the 
information to your students . [b] READ out loud 
and DISCUSS this information . [c] ASSIGN your 
students to READ the information on their own 
and then DISCUSS it .

3. reviewing the key Themes 
Question: how can you live the Truth that 
god is one? The simplest answer that the Torah 
is trying to teach is: by following the Torah and 
performing the  .
We can also express this idea in other ways:
a . By treating all people as if they were created in 

the One God’s image .
b . By being God’s partner and working to make 

the world a better place for all people .
c . By living up to God’s image and becoming the 

best person we can be .
d . By taking the love that God shows us and 

passing it on to other people .

shema
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Page 2: rooT work
This page begins the study of roots by unpacking the 
root  .

Big ideas
1 . Mastering Hebrew roots dramatically 

improves comprehension .
� . Looking at words built out of a single root 

enhances an understanding of Hebrew 
thinking .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Analysis of the root 
� . Identifying words built out of 
� . Reading and identifying activity

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students can identify words with a  

root .

acTiviTies

1. analysis of the root 
a . Use the board or flashcards to introduce the 

root  and the words built out of it .
b . Establish the connection between the three 

words: , ,  .OTE: “Listen” is the 
core idea .

2. identifying Words built out of  
a . ASK: What word idea connects , , 

?
b . ESTABLISH that these are the same words with 

differing tenses .

3. reading and identifying activity
a . Let students prepare these lines with a Hevruta 

partner .
b . Go over the passage . Invite individual students 

to read . Ask the entire class to read out 
together the words built out of the root  .

Page 3: TranslaTion and 
choreograPhY
This page provides an opportunity to “work out” a 
translation of the  and look at the choreography 
that goes with it .

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

� . Choreography of the  .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .
� . Students unpack the choreography of the 

 .

acTiviTies

1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabularyeeded for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .



conTinued on page 44.
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vocabulary

1
   
bless one Israel listen

  
Cosmos Ruler honor

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They shouldot 
worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

lisTen israel, adonai our god, one 
adonai 
bless name heavy—his king—World and 
more.

3. correcting Translations 
•  means “kingdom” rather than “king” 
•  means “eternity” rather than “world”
•  Ending: You may want to review the fact 

that  =  + 
• On the vocabulary side we have the word 

 (heavy), but the word in the prayer is 
 (honor) . Point out that they come from 
the same root . Ask about the connection . The 
answer: Something we honor is something we 
treat as “heavy” (with weight) .

4. prayer drill
Practice performing this portion of the prayer . SING 
or READ it together .

5. discussing commentary
READ and DISCUSS the coreography .

Read these directions as a class . Stand up and 
practice it .
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Pages 4–5: sTorY
The deaTh of JacoB
This is one of three “origin” stories for the  that 
you will find in the book . All three involve the words 
 . These words 
are found in the Siddur butot in the Torah . All three 
stories are explanations about why these words were 
added .

In this story, Jacob is dying in Egypt . He is afraid that 
his children will assimilate and become Egyptians . 
When he tells them of his fears, they respond with the 
 and he answers with the  . Thisot only 
explains the origins of the words but explains why the 
second line is said softly—they are Jacob’s dying words .

The Big idea
• When we say “” (one) we are talking 

about the things that can be passed from 
one generation to another . It is the oneness 
that parents and children share .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Reading the story
� . Going over the story in Hevruta
� . Class discussion of answers to the questions

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the story .
� . Students can explain how this story 

expresses the spiritual focus for  .

acTiviTies

1. reading the story
Read the story by reading it aloud, or have 
students read the story in hevruta .

2. going over the story in hevruta

3. discuss the answers to the Questions
1 . how is the way we say the  a kind of 

performance of this story? First we play the 
part of Jacob’s children (B’nai Yisrael) and say 

the  out loud . Then we become Jacob and 
answer them softly with the  .

� . What were israel’s children promising 
him? When do you make the same kind of 
promise? Jacob’s children were promising their 
father that they would keep Judaism alive . We 
do the same thing when we have a bar/bat 
mitzvah, when we graduate from a Jewish 
school or when we are confirmed .

� . What was israel’s feeling when he said  
 (and added it to the )? When have 
you felt the same way? Israel was able to feel 
content when he knew that he had done the 
job that God had requested—passing on his 
knowledge and his sense of God . 

� . What is the “oneness” in this story? The 
“oneness” in this story is the connection 
between generations . These are the things 
that all students have in common . It also could 
be the unity of the brothers as they agree to 
work together to accept the heritage of their 
parents .

� . how can remembering this story help you 
point your heart when you say the ? This 
is a personal question . Some good answers 
might include: (a) We can think of the  as 
a way of talking to our own parents and our 
own children . (b) We can think of it as a pledge 
to keep Judaism alive . (c) We can think of it as 
the one truth that all Jews from all time share, 
etc .
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Page 6:  PracTice
This page has students practice words and phrases 
from the  .

Big ideas
• Practice is good .

learning acTiviTies
• Rehearsal/performance

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students successfully perform these texts .

acTiviTies

• rehearsal/performance
Students work in hevruta pairs rehearsing the 
words and phrases on this page before performing 
them .

Pages 7–8: exTra PracTice
Pages 7 and 8 have extra exercises . They can be used 
at the end of the lesson, or slotted in wherever you 
have time for an extra activity . 

page 7 has a “put the  in the correct order” and a 
tic-tac-toe game students can work on in small groups .

page 8 is designed as a “reading” race .

Big ideas
• Practice is good .

learning acTiviTies
• Rehearsal/performance

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students successfully perform these tasks .

acTiviTies

 rehearsal/performance
Students work in hevruta pairs rehearsing the 
words and phrases on this page before performing 
them .
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Page 1: inTroducTion
This lesson looks at the  .

Big ideas
1 . There are two different ways of labeling this 

prayer . It can be the first paragraph of the 
 or it can be the  .

� . We express our love of God through 
performing  .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing the unit
� . Exploring the themes
� . Reviewing the key themes

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can describe how the  is 

labeled and performed in your synagogue .
� . Students can describe the major lessons of 

the  .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing the unit .

2. exploring the Themes
CONVEY THE INFORMATION IN THE 
INTRODUCTION: Do one of the following . [a] 
DESCRIBE the information to your students . [b] 
READ out loud and DISCUSS this information or [c] 
ASSIGN your students to READ the information on 
their own and then DISCUSS it .

3. reviewing the key Themes 
These are the core concepts in this overview .
• How can one fulfill the commandment to love 

God? The simplest answer the Torah is trying 
to teach is that by following the Torah and 
performing the commandments () we can 
love God .

But we can also express this idea in other ways:
• By treating all people as if they were created in 

the One God’s image .

• By being God’s partner and working to make 
the world a better place for all people .

• By living up to God’s image and becoming the 
best person we can be .

• By taking the love that God shows us and 
passing it on to other people .

Your students may find may other interesting ways 
of expressing this idea .

v’ahavTa
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Pages 2–3: full
This page contains the Hebrew and English text of 
 . It should be used for both introducing the 
prayer and perfecting its performance .

Big ideas
1 . When we enable students to perfect 

performances of core liturgy we make 
it possible for them to far more easily 
participate in communal worship .

� . By scanning the English of prayers students 
can grow insights into the meaning of the 
liturgy .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Scanning the English text
� . Practicing the Hebrew text

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students describe insights gained from 

looking at the English text .
� . Students practice their performance of the 

Hebrew text .
� . Students read, discuss and respond to the 

commentary .

acTiviTies

 1. scanning the english Text
INVITE students to SCAN the English translation of 
these prayers . ASK them what “big ideas” they can 
find by looking . INSIGHTS that might be shared:
• We have an obligation to love God . (How do 

we do this? The traditional answer—through 
doing the  .)

• The Torah () is supposed to be part of 
everything we do .

• The  can make us holy .

2. practicing the hebrew Text
[a] INVITE students to work with a partner and 
practice the prayer . [b] READ or SING the prayers 
together as a class . [c] INVITE individual students 

or teams of students to perform individual lines or 
sections .

notes: These notes are for the teacher; they should be 
used to enrich one of the repetitions of this page .

Maimonides taught that you can find three things 
in the first paragraph of the : (1) a statement of 
belief (line 2); (2) a commitment to love God (lines 5-
8);  
(3) a commitment to live a life of Torah (lines 13-21) .

The Torah speaks of Heart-Love, Soul-Love and Stuff-
Love . We are inviting students to create their own 
categories here . The traditional understanding, 
however, is that Heart-Love equals “feelings,” Soul-
Love is “what you are willing to die for” and Stuff-Love 
is “on what you are willing to spend money .” This 
understanding can be found in Rashi on this passage 
in chapter 6 of Deuteronomy .

hebrew Text

Know that these lines, from  on, come 
from the third paragraph of the  The Reform 
movement makes them part of their one-paragraph 
compilation .
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Page 4: rooT work
This page studies the root  .

Big ideas
1 . Mastering Hebrew roots dramatically 

improves comprehension .
� . Looking at words built out of a single root 

enhances an understanding of Hebrew 
thinking .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Analysis of the root 
� . Identifying words built out of 
� . Reading and identifying activity

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students can identify words built from  

 .

acTiviTies
 1. analysis of the root  

a . Use the board or flashcards to introduce the 
root  and the words built out of it . 

b . Establish the connection between the three 
words:    

2. identifying Words built out of 

a . ASK: What word idea connects  
  ?

b . Have students explain how the core meaning 
“love” is part of each word . 

3. reading and identifying activity 
a . Let students prepare these lines with a partner .
b . Go over the passage . Invite individual students 

to read . Ask the entire class to read out 
together the words built out of the root  .

c . Use this exercise for extra practice . For an 
additional challenge,ame the source of the last 
three lines .
Line �:  
Line �:  
Line �:  () .

Page 5: TranslaTion
This page has students work on a translation of the 
first sentence of the  .

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

� . The  

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill
� . The  

 You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .
� . Students can successfully read words with a 

  .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabularyeeded for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .

 vocabulary

heart  love 



conTinued on page 50.
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2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They shouldot 
worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

and you love adonai your god
With all your heart, with all your soul  
and with all your might.

3. correcting Translations 
•  means “stuff .”
•  Ending: You may want to review the fact that 

 =  +  .

4. prayer drill
Practice performing this portion of the prayer . SING 
or READ it together .

5.  
READ about and DISCUSS the   .
Point out to your students that in this book and in 
some Siddurim, every  is made a little bit 
bigger or different to make it easier to see .

Page 6: Phrase drill
Have fun . Invent four different creative ways of doing 
this . Think about teams . Think about tag team or 
a ball of string . Here is your chance to do a lot of 
drilling .

Big ideas
• Practice is good .

learning acTiviTies
• Rehearsal/Performance

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students successfully perform these texts .

acTiviTies

 rehearsal/performance
Students work in hevruta pairs rehearsing the 
words and phrases on this page before performing 
them .
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Page 7: TranslaTion
This page provides an opportunity to “work out” a 
translation of a second sentence of  .

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabularyeeded for this translation .  
[b] Some game playing or team competition is the 
perfect way to reinforce this vocabulary .

vocabulary

   
house sit speak children

   
get up lie down road walk

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They shouldot 
worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

and Teach Them To your children \and 
say Them 
in your siTTing in your house 
and in your Walking in The road 
and in your lying and rising.

3. correcting Translations 
The problem in this translation is that the 
preposition  can mean a lot more things than just 
“in .” Sometimes “with” works; sometimes “when” is 
the best understanding .

4. prayer drill
Practice performing this portion of the prayer . SING 
or READ it together .
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Pages 8–9: sTorY
This is a true story about the first time the  was 
said . It explains why the  was added .

Big ideas
•  connects to the giving of the Torah .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Reading the story
� . Going over the story in Hevruta
� . Class discussion of answers to the questions

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can retell the story .
� . Students can explain how this story 

expresses the spiritual focus for the  .

acTiviTies

 1. reading the story: moses steals the 
• This Talmudic story has Moses going up to 

Heaven, arguing with the angels who doot 
want to give the Torah to humanity and 
talking them into letting us have it . He does it 
by showing that peopleeed the Torah to help 
them learn how to act better . In the process he 

discovers that the angels 
frequently sing   . 
Moses steals that song . 
We usually sing it quietly 
because it is stolen . On 
Yom Kippur, when we 
have repented and are 
therefore as pure as the 

angels, we sing the   aloud .
• The bottom-line message of this story is that 

when we accept the Torah we turn the idea of 
“One God” into the knowledge that we must 
treat all people equally . Weow all have “One” 
Creator . The  in the  becomes a way 
of acting .

2. going over the story in hevruta

3. class discussion of answers to the Questions
1.  Why do we usually whisper part of the ? 

According to this story, because it was stolen 
from the angels .

2. Why do we say it out loud on yom kippur? 
Again, according to this story, because that is 
the one time of the year that we are as holy 
and as pure as angels .

3. What are some of the ways of acting that are 
on god’s list? 
Your students have �1�  to chose from, 
but you should expect and facilitate answers 
such as:

• Help people ineed .
• Treat people with respect .
• Make sure that everyone has food, clothing, 

freedom, a place to live, etc .
4. What is the “oneness” in the story? 

The “Oneness” in this story is the way we have 
to act because there is One God; there is one 
source for right and wrong and one way we 
should treat all of creation .
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Page 10: TranslaTion
This page has students work on a translation of the 
final sentences of the  .

Big ideas
1 . Growing and reinforcing Hebrew vocabulary 

leads to a growing affinity with the liturgy .
� . Applying the Hebrew they have to form 

rough translations of Hebrew prayers 
(a) helps students to feel closer to those 
texts, (b) reinforces the Hebrew they are 
learning and (c) develops a process they can 
continue to apply to the Siddur .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Introducing/reviewing vocabulary
� . Working out a trial translation
� . Correcting translations
� . Prayer drill

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students work out a reasonable translation 

of this text .
� . Students correct their translation .

acTiviTies

 1. introducing/reviewing vocabulary
[a] Using VOCABULARY POSTERS and 
FLASHCARDS, introduce and drill the core 
vocabularyeeded for this translation . [b] Some 
game playing or team competition is the perfect 
way to reinforce this vocabulary .

vocabulary

   
eyes arm/hand signs tie

   
gate house mezuzah write

2. Working out a Trial Translation
[a] Working in pairs, students should develop 
their own best TRANSLATION . [b] They shouldot 
worry about being perfect—they should worry 
about coming close . EXPECT a working translation 
something like:

and Tie inTo leTTers on your hands 
and They shall be symbols beTWeen your 
eyes 
and WriTe Them on The mezuzah your 
house and your gaTe

3. correcting Translations 
1 .  isot just the thing you put on the 

doorpost, but the doorpost itself .
� .  is plural—your gates

4. prayer drill
Practice performing this portion of the prayer . SING 
or READ it together .



CONTINUED ON PAGE 54
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Page 11: mezuzah
Big ideas
1 . The mezuzah is the fulfillment of a biblical 

commandment .
� . The mezuzah teaches people about God .
� . It is a tradition to kiss the mezuzah and 

bring its words to our lips .

learning acTiviTies
1 . Read the text
� . Discuss the big ideas

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
1 . Students can summarize the key points of 

the text .
� . Student can provide reasonable answers to 

the questions included in this guide .

acTiviTies

1. read the story

2. discuss These Questions

1. What rules regulate the mezuzah?
a . Text is handwritten in �� lines .
b . Slanted positionear top of door with top 

slanted inward
c . On top of the outside of the parchment is 

written  .

2. What does Josephus say about the mezuzah? It 
shows the greatest things God does for us .

3. What does maimonides teach about the 
mezuzah? It shows that God is one and that God 
is everywhere .

4. What is the meaning the custom of kissing 
the mezuzah? It is designed to show that we 
are bringing the words of the mezuzah to our 
lips—taking them in .

Page 12: exTra PracTice
Page 12 offers an extra exercise . It can be used at the 
end of the lesson, or slotted in wherever you have time 
for an extra activity . 

This is designed as a “reading” race . Students 
“compete” at how quickly they can decode the words 
from the prayer . 

Big ideas
• Practice is good .

learning acTiviTies
• Rehearsal/performance

You know You’ve succeeded 
when…
• Students successfully perform these tasks .

acTiviTies

 rehearsal/performance
Students work in hevruta pairs rehearsing the 
words and phrases on this page before performing 
them .




